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“[T]he current members of an ancient First Nation 
have learned to use new types of resources to 
survive and prosper within their ancient territory.  
In the past the resources used by our ancestors 
were cedar, yew, shell and bone.  They were 
tremendously skilled at turning these materials 
into tools that supported constant evolution of a 
sustainable and prosperous indigenous culture.  
Today, as a contemporary aboriginal peoples, we 
continue to evolve.  While we still cherish and 
master ways of the past, we are also absolutely 
modern in our use of new types of resources.  We 
are now skilled at using resources such as 
computers, research methodologies, digitizing 
boards, geographical positioning systems and 
digital-mapping software as tools that equally 
make us strong and prosperous.  Today we make 
maps and databases, and weave photographs and 
text together in ways that protect and enhance our 
culture.  We are proud of our accomplishments, 
and are honoured to be able to tell this story.”

Chief Leah George-Willson
Tsleil-Waututh Nation, British Columbia
and Doug Aberley (Tobias 2009)
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Introduction to the Introduction to the 

QGIS GUIQGIS GUI
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1. Insert the CD provided with your workshop materials.

2. Navigate to your CD Drive and [Double Click] 

QGIS_1.6.0.exe.

3. Once the introductory window appears [Click] Next > to 

continue.

4. [Click] I  Agree to the licence agreement.

5. Choose the location on your hard disk to install QGIS 

through the Browse button, then [Click] next.

6. [Click] Install.

Note: DO NOT select any of the sample data sets.

7. Wait.

8. Once the program has finished installing [Click] Finish.

9. Open QGIS from Start Menu ���� All Programs ����

Quantum GIS Copiapo ���� Quantum GIS (1.6.0).

Installing and Running Quantum GISInstalling and Running Quantum GIS
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CustomizingCustomizing the QGIS User Interfacethe QGIS User Interface

The default settings of the QGIS user interface 

include many functions that will not be necessary to 

complete the workshop.  The following steps will hide 

these unnecessary features.

1. In the Menu Bar under Plugins [Click] 

Manage Plugins.

2. [Click] Clear All then scroll through the list 

of available plugins and [Click] 

Georeferencer GDAL and ftools (0.5.10)

so they are the only two with X’s next to 

them.

3. [Click] OK.
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Toolbars are sets of related functions represented 

by groups of icons.  [Right Click] within the Toolbar

area to add or remove toolbars from the user 

interface. 

For this workshop we will not be using the Help 

toolbar, which can be hidden by unselecting it from 

this list.

You will also notice at the top of this list are the 

three available panels, which are Layers, Overview, 

and Undo/Redo.  For the workshop we will only need 

the Layers panel enabled.

Customizing the QGIS User Interface Customizing the QGIS User Interface Cont.Cont.
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Five Areas of the QGIS GUIFive Areas of the QGIS GUI

The QGIS  Graphic User Interface (GUI) can be divided into 

five separate areas:

1. Toolbars

2. Menu Bar

3. Map Canvas

4. Status Bar

5. Map Legend 2 1

3

4

5
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A  B      C

A. Open Project

B. Save Project

C. New Print Composer

FileFile

D E            F
D. Add Vector Layer

E. Add Raster Layer

F. New Shapefile

Manage Manage 

Layers Layers 

G H  I  J  K L M N O
G. Toggle editing

H. Save edits

I. Capture Point

J. Move Feature(s)

K. Node Tool

L. Delete Selected

M. Cut Features

N. Copy Features

O. Paste Features

Digitizing Digitizing 

(Capture Polygon)

1. Toolbars1. Toolbars
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P  QP. Undo

Q. Redo

Advanced Advanced 

Digitizing Digitizing 

R  S T  U V W X Y  Z
R. Pan Map

S. Zoom In

T. Zoom Out

U. Zoom Full 

V. Zoom to Selected

W. Zoom to Layer

X. Zoom Last

Y. Zoom Next

Z. Refresh

Map Navigation Map Navigation 

i  ii  iii

i. Select Features

ii. Unselect Features

iii. Open Attribute Table

Attributes Attributes 

1. Toolbars 1. Toolbars Cont.Cont.
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2. The Menu Bar2. The Menu Bar

Most of the features available in QGIS may be 

accessed through the menu bar, including many of 

those available through the various toolbars already 

mentioned.  

Later in the workshop we will need to access the 

Vector Grid feature through the Research Tools

under the  Vector menu.
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3. Map Canvas3. Map Canvas

The Map Canvas is where the raster and vector data 

that has been loaded is displayed.  Actions performed 

on the loaded datasets through the toolbar, menu bar, 

or map legend areas will be reflected here.

4. Status Bar4. Status Bar

The coordinates of the mouse’s cursor on the Map 

Canvas area are displayed here, as well as the 

current scale of the data being displayed in the Map 

Canvas.  

Map Canvas are also available here but will not be 

necessary for this workshop.
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5. Map Legend Area5. Map Legend Area

The Map Legend area is where the user can change 

how the loaded datasets are displayed in the Map 

Canvas area.  In this workshop we will use the Map 

Legend in three ways.

1. Ordering each dataset, one on top of the other. 

•The data layers that have been loaded into a 

project are displayed here as a list.  

•The order of each data layer as they appear in 

the list corresponds to the order in which they 

are drawn on the map canvas, so that the 

layers at the bottom of the list will be 

displayed under all of the other data layers in 

the Map Canvas. 

Note: It is for this reason that typically point data are  

listed above line data, which are listed above 

polygon data; otherwise the points and lines 

would be hidden under the polygons.
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5. Map Legend Area 5. Map Legend Area Cont.Cont.

2. Turing a data layer’s display on or off.

• Layers with X`s in the boxes next to their 

titles will appear in the map canvas area.

3. Changing a data layer’s symbology.  

• A data layer’s symbology is how each 

individual feature contained in that dataset 

is displayed. In this workshop we will use 

different symbols to represent the different 

land use and occupancy activities 

contained in our datasets.  

• To change the symbology of a data layer 

[Double Click] the data layer’s title in the 

Map Legend Area to open the layer 

property dialogue window. 

(Note: This 

layer will NOT

appear in the 

map canvas 

area)

(Note: Symbology

must be highlighted 

to access the layer 

display options)
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GeoreferencingGeoreferencing

((GeorectifyingGeorectifying))

an Imagean Image
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1. Start QGIS (See p.2 for instructions if needed.)

2. Load the already georectified CanMatrix reference 

image or dataset into the Map Canvas area that 

shows the same area as displayed in the image you 

are going to georeference.

a) [Click] Add Raster Layer 

b) Navigate to the appropriate CanMatirx file in 

your WORKSPACE folder

c) Highlight the file name and [Click] Open.

(Note: The loaded image is two adjacent 

georectified CanMatrix images acquired from 

www.geogratis.ca)

Loading a Loading a GeorectifiedGeorectified Raster LayerRaster Layer
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3. Open the Georeference feature.

a) [Click] Georeferencer .  in the toolbar area.

4. In the NEW Georeferencer window, load the image 

you are going to georeference.

a) [Click] Open Raster

b) Navigate to appropriate image file in your 

WORKSPACE folder and [Click] Open.

Loading the Loading the GeoreferencerGeoreferencer
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5. Explore both the georectified image (in the Map 

Canvas area) and the unrectified image (in the 

Georeferencer window) to identify features which 

are easily identified in both images.  These are the 

points that will make suitable ground control 

points (GCP).

a) Use the View toolbar in the Georeferencer

window to zoom in and out of the ungeorectified

image. 

(The features in this toolbar function similarly to 

those found in the Map Navigation toolbar in the 

main QGIS window. (See p.7 to review)

Note: The Georeferencer window can be minimized 

to allow you to explore the data in the main Map 

Canvas area.

Georeferenced Image Un-Georeferenced Image

Locating Locating GCPsGCPs
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6. Add ground control points to the two images.

a) [Click] the Add Point button       and move the 

mouse’s cursor to the location where you would 

like to create a ground control point. Once the 

mouse’s cursor is in the proper location [Click] to 

add the point. 

b) In the Enter Map Coordinates window [Click] 

From Map Canvas

c) In the Map Canvas, navigate to the exact same 

location where you added a GCP to the 

unrectified image in the Georeferencer window.  

Note: Remember to use the Map Navigation

toolbar to zoom into the location, so your point 

placement will be as accurate as possible.

d) Once the GCP has been added to the Map 

Canvas you will be brought back to the Enter 

Map Coordinates window with numbers now 

filling the X and Y fields. [Click] OK.

Adding Adding GCPsGCPs
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e) Repeat steps a) to d) at least ten times, ensuring 

the GCP are as spread out over the images as 

possible.

Adding Adding GCPsGCPs Cont.Cont.

Note the wide spaced GCPs that extend beyond 

the information points being digitized.
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7. Once all of the ground control points have been 

added, it is time to enter the transformation settings.

a) Under the Settings menu in the Georeferencer 

window [Click] Transformation Settings

b) In the Transformation Settings window set the 

Transformation Type: to Polynomial 3 from the 

dropdown menu.

c) Next, to set the Output Raster: field [Click]  the 

folder button          and navigate to your 

WORKSPACE folder.  Save the new file as 

filename_georeferenced. [Click] Save.

d) Ensure the box next to Load in QGIS when 

done is checked and [Click] OK.

8. Start the georeferencer by [Clicking] the Start 

Georeferencing button

Setting Up the TransformationSetting Up the Transformation
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8. Once the georeferencing process has finished, 

minimize the Georeferencer window and change the 

display options of the newly georeferenced image to 

evaluate how well the layers match up.

a) [Double Click] the newly added layer at the top of 

the Map Legend area to access the Layer 

Properties window.

b) Ensure Transparency is highlighted in the left 

column.

c) Enter “0” in the No data value box to hide the 

black edges around the newly georectified layer.

d) Slide the Global transparency control to 27% so 

that you will be able to see the matching layers 

underneath  the newly georectified layer.

e) [Click] OK to accept the changes.

Formatting the Image for InspectionFormatting the Image for Inspection
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9. Use the Map Navigation toolbar to zoom into 

different parts of the newly georectified layer to see 

how well it matches with the layers beneath it.

Note: For this workshop an exact match is not 

required, as we will be manually digitizing the data 

points in a following section.

Colour 

difference 

marks the 

edge of the 

new layer

Note how the 

shorelines of 

the two layers 

do not exactly 

match

Inspecting the New Inspecting the New GeoreferencedGeoreferenced ImageImage
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10. If you are not satisfied with the accuracy of the newly 

georectified layer, maximize the Georeferencer 

window in the bottom left corner of the screen and 

either move or delete the existing GCP or, repeat 

step 6 in this section to create new GCP.  

Note: If you do not have time to redo the GCPs

during the current session, you can save the GCPs

you have already created under the File menu in the 

Georeferencer window.  The next time you load the 

un-georeferenced image into the Georeferencer the 

GCP will be added automatically.

11. Once you have properly adjusted the GCPs re-run the 

georeferencer process and evaluate the new layer by 

following steps 7 and 8 in this section.

Saving Your Saving Your GCPsGCPs
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Digitizing Data PointsDigitizing Data Points
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1. Load the previously georeferenced data layer that 

contains the information you will be digitizing into the 

main Map Canvas area using the Add Raster Layer 

button  

2. Open the Vector Grid tool: 

• Vector menu ���� Research Tools ����Vector grid

3. Under Grid extent select the layer to be digitized from 

the dropdown menu and then [Click] Update extents 

from layer

Note: The four numbers which appear are the 

coordinates of the upper right and lower left corners of 

the data layer.

Creating a Reference Grid for DigitizingCreating a Reference Grid for Digitizing
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Creating a Reference Grid for DigitizingCreating a Reference Grid for Digitizing Cont.Cont.

4. Under Parameters enter the size each grid cell will 

be and select Output grid as polygons. 

Note: The appropriate size of grid cell will depend on 

the size of the overall layer and the density of the 

data being digitized.

Note: Do not try to create a grid with tiny cells (i.e. the 

default 0.0001), as this operation will likely crash the 

program. Its always better to over estimate the 

required grid size, rather than under estimate it.

5. [Click] Browse to select the location and name of the 

new grid layer that will be created.

Note: You may need to try several different grid cell 

sizes until you create a grid suitable for keeping your 

digitizing efforts more organized.  It is a good idea to 

include the grid cell size parameter at the end of the 

file name to keep track of multiple grid files (i.e. 

digi_grid_500).
Sheldon Ratuski 2011
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6. [Click] OK

Note: The new grid layer is automatically added to 

the top of the Map Legend and into the Map 

Canvas. 

7. Reposition the grid layer to be under the layer 

containing the information which is to be digitized by 

[Clicking] and holding the grid layer in the Map 

Legend and dragging it down.  This will allow you to 

better identify if an appropriate grid cell size has been 

achieved.

8. Repeat steps 2 to 7 until an appropriate grid cell size 

has been achieved. 

(Note: Layers 

are stacked 

on top of each 

other in the 

Map Canvas

in the same 

order as they 

appear in the 

Map Legend)

Creating a Reference Grid for DigitizingCreating a Reference Grid for Digitizing Cont.Cont.
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9. Move the grid layer to the top of the Map Legend.

10. [Double Click] the grid layer’s title in the Map Legend 

to open the Layer’s Properties window.

11.Make sure the Symbology icon is highlighted in the 

far left column.

12.Under the Fill Options section [Click] the dropdown 

menu next to the blue box and scroll down to, and 

select, None.

13.Now highlight the Labels icon in the left column.

14.Check the Display Labels box at the top of the 

window and change the Field Containing Label 

option to ID.

15. [Click] OK

Symbology Options Labelling Options

Creating a Reference Grid for DigitizingCreating a Reference Grid for Digitizing Cont.Cont.
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16.The resulting grid has now been formatted to assist 

the person digitizing the layer beneath, by providing 

them with a means to easily keep track of which 

sections of the map have been completed and which 

sections still need to be investigated.  As long as the 

person digitizing follows the cells in the grid along the 

order of their number labels they can take a break 

any time and know exactly what areas have already 

been completed, simply by making note of the last 

cell they worked on.  This is particularly useful when 

digitizing from a very large data layer which may take 

several sessions to complete.

Creating a Reference Grid for DigitizingCreating a Reference Grid for Digitizing Cont.Cont.
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The attribute table is where the majority of information 

about a feature is stored.  Information such as: 

• What type of activity or special place does the 

feature represent?

• When was the information originally collected 

and when was it digitized?

• Who provided the information about this feature, 

and who was the person who digitized it?

In addition to these questions, an attribute table must 

also include a place for each feature to be given a unique 

identification number (UNID).  Having a place for general 

comments about a feature is always a good idea as well.

Finally, because we are digitizing this information, 

rather than creating information on the spot, it may be 

necessary to include a few “digi_” fields/columns in our 

attribute table to help us during the digitizing process.  

These “digi_fields” can be later deleted once we have 

finished digitizing all of the information.   

Planning the Attribute TablePlanning the Attribute Table
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Attribute tables are organized into records (or rows) 

and fields (or columns).  Each field contains a specific 

type of information, for example the date, while each 

record contains the information for an individual feature.

For example, bellow are three features which have 

been represented by three points.  Associated with these 

three points are three rows in the attribute table.  Each 

feature has unique identification, date, amount, and 

verification information associated with it, which is 

organized into four fields.

It will often be useful to create abbreviated codes for 

the information entered into an attribute table.  It is 

important however, that these codes be carefully planned 

before starting to digitize to ensure that they are 

appropriately descriptive as well as concise. 

Planning the Attribute Table Planning the Attribute Table cont.cont.

N432Sept 272

Y279Sept 181

Y81Sept 090

VerifiedAmountDateUNID

Spatial Features Attribute Table
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Next, the type of vector features (points, lines, and 

polygons) required to properly represent the information 

being digitized will need to be determined.

Once you have planned the attribute table and 

determined which vector types will be needed, its time to 

create the shapefiles which will combine the attribute 

tables with a vector type.  Each shapefile can only 

contain a single vector type so, if you will be using more 

than one vector type to digitize the information, more 

than one shapefile will be needed.  Each shapefile

however, will have similar attribute tables regardless of 

the vector type used.

Planning the Vector TypesPlanning the Vector Types

Original map legend for the 

information you will be digitizing

Point Line Polygon

Types of Vector Data
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1. Identify the CRS of the CanMatrix layer.

a) Load the CanMatrix layer using the Add Raster 

Layer button 

b) [Double Click] the CanMatrix layer’s title in the 

Map Legend area to open the Layer 

Properties window.

c) Highlight the Metadata icon in the left column.

d) Scroll down to Layer Spatial Reference 

System.

Note: This layer has a UTM zone 15 projection and 

uses the NAD83 datum.

Identifying a LayerIdentifying a Layer’’s CRSs CRS
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Now you know what the new shapefiles’ vector 

types, CRS, and attributes will be, you are ready to 

create the shapefiles.

• [Click] the New Shapefile Layer button      to open 

the New Vector Layer window. 

• Choose the type of vector feature for the shapefile.

Note: For this workshop we will be using points and 

lines.

Creating a New Creating a New ShapefileShapefile
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3. Assigning the new shapefile’s CRS.

a) [Click] Specify CRS to open the New Vector 

Layer window.

b) In the Coordinate Reference System Selector 

window, highlight NAD83/UTM zone 15 under 

the Recently used coordinate systems

section.

c) [Click] OK

Note: It is VERY IMPORTANT that the CRS matches 

the CRS of the CanMatrix layers you will be using to 

digitize.

Creating a New Creating a New ShapefileShapefile Cont.Cont.
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4. Define the fields of the attribute table in the New 

Vector Layer window under the New attribute

section.

a) Enter the name of the first field in the attribute 

table.

b) Enter the type of data the field will contain (text, 

whole number, decimals)

Note: For the workshop we will only be using text 

fields.

c) Enter the width of the field, or how many 

characters will be required.

Note: Resize the width of each field to the smallest 

number of characters required to reduce the overall 

size of the final database. This becomes particularly 

important when working with very large datasets.

d) [Click] Add to attribute list.

e) Repeat steps a) to d) until all of the fields of the 

attribute table you planned earlier have been 

created.

f) [Click] OK

Creating a New Creating a New ShapefileShapefile Cont.Cont.
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5. Enter the new shapefile’s title beside File name: and 

[Click] Save.  You will now see that the new shapefile

has been added to the top of the Map Legend.

Note: It is a good idea to include the vector type at the 

end of the file name as you most likely will want to 

name your point and line shapefiles the same thing 

since they will contain information from the same 

source and project (i.e. filename_pts, filename_lns).

6. Repeat steps 1 to 5 in this section to create a 

shapefile for each vector type required.

Creating a New Creating a New ShapefileShapefile Cont.Cont.
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Digitizing New Data PointsDigitizing New Data Points
7. [Click] the title of the shapefile with the points vector 

type in the map legend so that it is the only one 

highlighted.

8. [Click] the Toogle edit button      to start the editing 

session for that layer, and to activate the other editing 

buttons in the Digitizing toolbar.

9. Use the Map Navigation toolbar to zoom into a 

feature on the image you georectified. 

10. [Click] the Capture Point button       and move the 

mouse’s cursor over the feature you wish to digitize.

11. [Click] to create a point.

12.Fill in the data fields for that point and then [Click] OK.

13. [Click] the Save button       in the Digitizing toolbar.

14.Repeat steps 9 to 13 in this section for each feature 

you wish to include in the shapefile.

Inactive Buttons Active Buttons
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Creating a MapCreating a Map
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1. Load all of the data layers that will become part of the 

final map.  This will include any background layers, 

such as land, water, and roads, as well as the new 

shapefiles you created in the last section.

Note: For this workshop you will load the land and 

water vector files from the National Hydro Network

folder in your WORKSPACE folder for the back 

ground. 

2. Reorder the layers in the Map Legend so all of the 

data is visible in the Map Canvas

3. Change the symbology of each layer to the way it will 

appear in the final map.

a) [Double Click] the layer’s title in the Map 

Legend to access the Layer Properties window

b) Highlight the Symbology icon in the left column.

c) Change the various fields to adjust the features 

size, fill, and outline.

Defining a LayerDefining a Layer’’s s SymbologySymbology

Note how the 

selected 

symbology

options on the 

right match the 

polygon icon in 

the Map 

Legend.
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4. Distinguish between different types of features within 

the same shapefile. 

a) Change the layer’s Legend Type to Unique 

Values in the dropdown menu near the top left 

corner of the Layer Properties window.

b) Change the Classification Field to the field in 

the layer’s attribute table with the values you 

would like to distinguish between in the map (i.e. 

the field containing what type of activity each 

feature represents)

c) [Click] Classify to add all of the different values 

for that attribute to the legend.

d) Change the colour, size or shape of each 

individual class by first highlighting it, and then 

adjusting the appropriate display options.

Note: Individual classes can be removed from the 

map display without deleting them from the shapefile

by highlighting the undesired classes and [Clicking] 

Delete classes.

SymbologySymbology for Unique Valuesfor Unique Values

a
b

c

d
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Metadata provides additional information about what 

a map is showing to its readers and some details 

about how it was created.  Metadata is often referred 

to as “the data about data”.  More specifically, the 

metadata for maps generally include the following:

a) Title 

b) Legend 

c) Scale 

d) North Arrow 

e) Date the map was created 

f) Source of the data presented

Metadata for MapsMetadata for Maps

a

b

c

e

d

f
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In QGIS a maps metadata, along with a maps final 

layout, is added with the tools available in the Print 

Composer window.  The Print Composer is 

accessed through the New Print Composer button          

in the File toolbar.

The Print Composer window has three main part: 

A. Toolbars

B. Map Canvas

C. General/Item Format Control

The Print Composer InterfaceThe Print Composer Interface

B
C

A
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A. Print Composer ToolbarsA. Print Composer Toolbars

A
A. Export as PDF

FileFile

B  C  D   E
B. Zoom Full

C. Zoom In

D. Zoom Out

E. Refresh View

Map Map 

Navigation Navigation 

F G  H   I   J
F. Add New Map

G. Add Image

H. Add New Label

I. Add Vector Legend

J. Add New Scalebar

Add Item Add Item 

Item LayoutItem Layout
K. Select/Move Item

L. Move Item Content

M. Group Items

N. Ungroup Items

O. Raise/Lower Items

P. Align Items

K L  M N  O P
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B. Print Composer Map CanvasB. Print Composer Map Canvas

The Map Canvas in the Print Composer operates 

similarly to the Map Canvas in the main QGIS GUI.  It is 

where the changes made to map items’ formats or 

layouts are represented.

Unlike the Map Canvas in the main QGIS GUI, the 

Print Composer Map Canvas can display multiple maps 

containing different datasets at different scales.  The 

Print Composer Map Canvas can also contain ‘empty 

space’.

When the final map is exported to a PDF, or other 

image format, it will look exactly as it appears in the Print 

Composer Map Canvas.
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C. C. General/Item Format ControlGeneral/Item Format Control

The General Format Control allows the user to 

change various options of the Map Canvas area as a 

whole.  The most useful options of this mode include:

• Resizing the Map Canvas to match the size of the 

paper the final map will be printed on (i.e. A4 size 

11.5” x 8”; Poster size 24” x 36”)

• Changing the orientation of the Map Canvas from 

Landscape to Portrait

• Adjusting the print quality of the final map, which 

can be used to reduce the final map file size

• Options for setting up a design grid, which the 

layout of individual map items can be aligned to 

The Item Format Control changes depending on 

which map item is currently selected in the Map 

Canvas area.  In general, the Item Format Control 

can be used to change item features such as:

• Overall item size

• Text font type, colour, alignment, and size

The Item Format Control also provides very 

specific options for changing more complex map 

items such as the vector legend and scale bar.

More so than any other task performed with QGIS, 
map creation is an art and is best learned not with step 
by step instruction but, rather individual exploration 
of the various tools and options each map item allows 
for.  So have fun and be creative!
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• Attribute: Information 
about a feature in addition to 
its location (i.e. activity, 
informant, date digitized).

• Digitize: Recording a 
feature into a spatial 
database using a GIS.

• Feature: The representation 
of a real world place, 
activity, or event on a map.

• GCP: Ground Control 
Points are locations where 
the exact coordinates are 
known.  They are used  in 
the process of 
georeferencing/ 
georectifying an image.

• GIS: Geographic 
Information Systems are 
software packages which 
create, query, and analyze 
spatial data.  They may also 
be used to create outputs 
from spatial data, such as 
maps.

• GUI: Graphic User 
Interfaces allow people to 
communicate with software 
using pictures and text, as 
opposed to binary code (0’s 
and 1’s).

• Metadata: Information 
about information.  In the 
case of maps, examples of 
metadata would be the 
map’s title, legend, scale 
bar, and north arrow.

• Projection: Mathematical 
models used to convert the 
information of a                  
3-dimensional world onto a 
2-dimentional surface, such 
as a map. 

• Raster Data: A spatial 
dataset that is organized into 
a grid of individual cells, or 
pixels. Digital photos are 
examples of raster data.

• Shapefile: Is a common file 
type used by GIS software to 
hold vector data.  A 
shapefile is actually made up 
of several individual files, 
which makes them easily 
corrupted if one of these 
files is moved or deleted.  If 
you are ever copying or 
moving a shapefile be sure 
to move all of the associated 
files with it!

• Spatial Database: A 
database that has the ability 
to organize and query data 
according to a common 
coordinate system.

• Symbology: How a feature 
is represented in a GIS or 
map.  Includes things such 
as size, colour, and shape.

• Vector Data: A spatial 
dataset that is organized 
either into  points, lines, or 
polygons.  

Glossary of TermsGlossary of Terms
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NotesNotes
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